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The control of size in animals:
insights from selector genes
Michael A. Crickmore1* and Richard S. Mann2*
Summary
How size is controlled during animal development
remains a fascinating problem despite decades of
research. Here we review key concepts in size biology
and develop our thesis that much can be learned by
studying how different organ sizes are differentially
scaled by homeotic selector genes. A common theme
from initial studies using this approach is that morphogen pathways are modified in numerous ways by
selector genes to effect size control. We integrate
these results with other pathways known to regulate
organ size in developing a comprehensive model for
organ size control. BioEssays 30:843–853, 2008.
ß 2008 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
What can our toes teach us about size control?
The range of sizes found in the animal kingdom is extraordinary. Consider, for example, the mouse and elephant, two
mammals with similar body plans but that differ nearly a million
fold in size. Then compare the size of a mouse with that of a
fruit fly. In considering how variations in size arise, we can
expect that animals use roughly the same genes to regulate
size and that their cells are about the same size. Recent
reviews have summarized our current understanding of how
environmental, nutritional and genetic factors can influence
organism size and body part proportions.(1,2) In this review, we
take a different perspective and argue that insight into these
questions can also be gained by asking how the individual
body parts of a single animal become different sizes. Our
fingers, toes and ribs are sets of structures whose members
are nearly identical in nature but differ in size. Uncovering the
mechanisms by which these structures attain their different
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sizes will point to the genes and pathways used by nature to
manipulate size and may shed light on other prominent
questions in size biology such as how entire animals, either
within or between species, attain their various sizes.
Selector gene control of tissue identity
What are the genes that control differences in body parts? The
clearest answers come from studying mutations that cause
one structure to develop in place of another — homeotic
mutations. Homeotic genes are a class of selector genes,
transcription factors that sit atop regulatory hierarchies to
determine the gene activity status of the tissue in which they
are expressed.(3) By manipulating selector genes, it is possible
to completely transform one tissue into another, a transformation that includes differences in size. These transformations therefore allow us to ask questions about the
molecular basis of differential tissue sizes.
Many selector genes belong to the Hox family of homeodomain transcription factors. Famous examples of Hox
mutations, isolated in the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster,
include the four winged Ultrabithorax (Ubx) mutant (Fig. 1C,D),
the antenna-to-leg Antennapedia (Antp) transformation and
the mouthparts-to-leg proboscipedia (pb) transformation. In
flies, as in vertebrates, the Hox genes are differentially
expressed along the segments that comprise the anterior–
posterior (AP) body axis. Hox genes (or combinations thereof)
instruct the identities of the segments in which they are
expressed. In the developing vertebrate limb and torso, Hox
genes are expressed in such a way that each digit or rib
expresses a unique combination of Hox genes — a Hox code
that is thought to specify individual identity of serially iterated
structures.(4,5)
The clearest instances of Hox selector gene activity come
from flies. Ubx, for example, is expressed in the third thoracic
segment (T3) and mutations affecting the Ubx locus cause
T3 to develop as T2(6) (Fig. 1C,D). This transformation is most
obvious when examining the flight appendages of these
segments. The fly’s wings are located on T2. At an equivalent
position on T3, tiny balloon-shaped balancing organs called
halteres are formed. When Ubx function is lost from T3, wings
form on both T2 and T3 and halteres are lost (Fig. 1). These
and other observations show that Ubx is responsible for
modifying the wing-determining program of T2 into a halteredetermining program on T3. One of the key differences
between the haltere and wing is size, which includes a fivefold
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difference in cell number. Thus, the control of haltere size by
Ubx provides a simple and genetically dissectible system for
understanding how selector genes modify organ size.

Figure 1. Tissue growth is independent of cell size and cell
number but depends on selector genes. A: Salamanders grow
to the same size whether they have large, polyploid cells (left) or
smaller, diploid cells (right). Reprinted from Fankhauser G 1940
Proc Natl Acad Sci USA 26:526–532. with permission.(77)
B: Wing imaginal discs from Drosophila grow to the correct size
even when half of the tissue is composed of an abnormally
large number of smaller cells (middle panel) or an abnormally
small number of larger cells (lower panel; wild type is shown in
the top panel). Reprinted from Neufeld TP, de la Cruz AF,
Johnston LA, Edgar BA 1998 Cell 93:1183 – 1193 with
permission. C,D:. Wild-type flies (C) have wings on T2 and
halteres (blue arrow) on T3. Ubx mutant flies (D) exhibit a
complete transformation of T3 to T2, including a transformation
of haltere to wing (blue arrow), resulting in a four-winged fly.(6)
E: Haltere imaginal discs (left) express the Ubx gene
(visualized by green immunofluorescence) while wing imaginal
discs (right) do not express Ubx. All cells are stained with a
ubiquitous nuclear protein (blue). F: Wing and haltere discs
have a very similar arrangement of morphogens. Hh is
expressed by all cells in the P compartment (blue) and activates
the expression of dpp in adjacent A compartment cells. Dpp
(green) is secreted by these cells and diffuses in both directions
to activate downstream genes in both the anterior (A; left) and
posterior (P; right) directions. Wg (red) is expressed along the
dorsal-ventral compartment boundary and is secreted in both
the dorsal (D; up) and ventral (V; down) directions. In the
haltere, Wg is not expressed in the P compartment due to
repression by Ubx (not shown).
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The phenomenology of size control
An important concept in size biology is the idea that size itself is
regulated. A classic demonstration of this principle comes
from polyploid salamanders (Fig. 1A).(7) The cells of polyploid
salamanders can be twice as large as the cells of diploid
salamanders, but the animals are the same size and
proportion.(7) To remain normal size, a polyploid salamander
compensates for its 2-fold larger cells by halving its cell
number. A modern equivalent of this experiment was
performed by genetically manipulating the cell division rate
of the cells in one half of the Drosophila wing imaginal disc, the
developmental precursor to the adult wing and thorax(8)
(Fig. 1B). When the cell cycle is sped up, cells achieve a
smaller overall size before division, whereas when the cell
cycle is slowed, cells become bigger. In both cases, the
genetically manipulated half of the disc compensated for the
differences in cell size by changing cell number, allowing final
organ size to remain the same. Analogous results have also
been obtained in vertebrates (see for example see Ref. 9).
Observations such as these argue that animals and tissues
‘‘know’’ what their final size should be and grow to attain that
size irrespective of the number or size of their constituent cells.
Final size has also been shown to be independent of
cellular growth rate. When some cells of a tissue express
higher levels of cell growth promoting genes (e.g. myc) than
do other cells in the same tissue, a phenomenon called ‘‘cell
competition’’ arises.(10–12) The faster growing cells ‘‘out
compete’’ the slower growing cells in the sense that they
come to occupy a larger fraction of the tissue than would be
expected. In extreme cases, the final structures derived from
tissues developing as mosaics of fast and slow growing cells
will be completely composed of the fast-growing population.
Though the mechanisms of cell competition are only beginning
to be understood,(13) the phenomenon itself underscores the
regulation of size at the level of the whole organ: tissue size is
maintained whether it is composed of slow-growing cells, fastgrowing cells, or some warring combination of the two. As
such, genes that control the rates of biomass accumulation, by
themselves, are unlikely candidates for size control targeting
by selector genes (Fig. 2).
In many cases, tissue size has also been shown to be
independent of the environment in which the tissue is grown,
that is, size information is intrinsic to the tissue itself. Infant rat
hearts transplanted into mature rats attain the proper size, as
do fetal mouse thymuses transplanted into mature mice.(14)
These organs possess information about how big they should
become, even in a different developmental context. This
seems to be the rule in Drosophila as well. Wing discs
dissected from developing larvae and placed into adult
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Figure 2. Effector versus instructor size regulating pathways. We distinguish between ‘effector’ (left column; cell cycle, cell growth, and cell
death) and ‘instructor’ (right column; nutritional/systemic inputs, Hippo signaling, morphogen signaling) size regulating systems. Manipulating
individual effector systems is compensated for by alterations in the other two, resulting in no net change in overall size. On the other hand, when
Instructor systems are modified, changes in final size result. See text for details on the interactions between these systems.

abdomens grow until their proper size is attained.(15) The
regenerating liver, on the other hand, seems to get growth cues
from circulating hormones and therefore depends on its
environment for size information.(16) Still, the fact that the liver
can regenerate to its proper size, even after surgical removal of
two-thirds of its mass, demonstrates that it also contains a
robust size-determination program, but one that also gets
input from external cues. Although the liver is in some ways a
special case because of its regenerative potential throughout
the life of the animal, many tissues demonstrate a great deal of
plasticity during developmental stages. For example, fruit flies
can fully recover from severe irradiation damage during larval
stages that causes the loss of up to 60% of their imaginal disc
cells.(17) The massive cell death experienced by these tissues
does not destroy the ‘‘knowledge’’ possessed by the fly’s
tissues about what their proper size should be. Similar
compensatory growth is seen when large portions of developing chicken limbs are removed.(18) Aside from demonstrating the remarkable plasticity of final organ size to
developmental perturbations, these observations argue
against simple ‘‘cell counting’’ or ‘‘amount of time spent

growing’’ models of size regulation and instead argue for
regulation at the level of final organ size.
Recently, a possible exception to size-based growth regulation described above has emerged. The size of the mouse
pancreas was shown to be unable to compensate for
experimentally induced decreases in progenitor cell number
early in development.(19) These results led the authors to
argue that the pancreas achieves its final size by counting cell
divisions from a given start point, a mode of regulation that has
not been previously observed and that is distinct from the
observations discussed above. In light of these results, it will
be interesting to see if the pancreas is able to compensate for
cell size changes or if pancreas size depends on the size of its
constituent cells. It will also be of interest to see if increasing
the size of the pancreas progenitor population would cause an
increase in final pancreas size, as would be predicted by a
precursor-size-dependent mode of size regulation.
Size-determining pathways
Selector genes are transcription factors and are therefore
likely to effect size control by regulating the activity of specific
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target genes. Although cell growth, proliferation and death are
the ultimate determinants of tissue size, as described above,
individually altering these processes does not lead to changes
in size. In contrast, as discussed in more detail below and
shown schematically in Figure 2, several pathways have been
shown to be bona fide regulators of organ size.

The hippo pathway
While it is unlikely that selector genes work primarily at the level
of cell growth, proliferation or apoptosis to control organ size,
the fact remains that more cells accumulate in larger tissues. It
may be that the coordinated regulation of all three of these
factors together is necessary to alter final size. It is therefore of
particular interest that, in recent years, the Hippo pathway has
been shown to be a master regulator of cell growth,
proliferation and death.(20) The cell cycle progression gene
cyclinE, the anti-apoptotic protein dIAP and the growthpromoting microRNA bantam have all been shown to be
regulated by the Hippo pathway.(21–23) The Hippo pathway has
been delineated from a large number of genes that either
positively or negatively regulate growth in a cell-autonomous
manner (Fig. 2). Though this pathway has largely been worked
out in flies, its function is conserved in vertebrates.(24) The
upstream components of the Hippo pathway, the atypical
cadherins Fat and Dachsous, are membrane proteins that
engage in heterophilic interactions between cells.(25,26) Both
fat and dachsous cause dramatic tissue overgrowth when
mutated.(27,28) The Fat/Dachsous growth regulation signal is
transduced through the kinase Warts,(25) itself a tumor
suppressor.(29) Warts negatively regulates the activity of the
transcription factor Yorkie, which acts in the nucleus to
promote tissue growth.(21) The Hippo pathway therefore
seems to convert information received from the cell membrane
into a cell-autonomous growth profile. Thus, the Hippo
pathway is clearly part of the mechanism by which organ
sizes are determined and may, directly or indirectly, be targeted
by selector genes.

Systemic and nutritional signals
The fact that individuals within a species can grow to different
overall sizes, yet retain similar proportions implies systemic
control of size. In humans, overall size is controlled by the
levels of Human Growth Hormone (HGH) secreted from the
pituitary gland. Too much HGH leads to gigantism while too
little leads to dwarfism.(14) The levels of systemic sizedetermining factors like Insulin and HGH are influenced by
genetics, nutrition and environment.
Tissue growth requires energy. It follows that the amount of
energy available to an organism will influence its size. In many
species, an animal that is malnourished during development
will grow to a smaller overall size than a well-fed counterpart.
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Alterations in Insulin Receptor (InR) signaling or TOR signaling
pathways phenocopy this starvation induced size decrease.(1,30–32) These pathways have therefore been implicated in the sensing and responding of tissues to the global
energy state of the animal. Systemic size-determining pathways can also be altered at the genetic level. For example,
small breeds of dogs have lower levels of circulating Insulinlike Growth Factor-1 (IGF-1) than do larger breeds, and this
difference is associated with a polymorphism in the IGF-1
gene.(33) A similar molecular pathway underlies size differences mediated by HGH, which boosts the production of IGF-1
for secretion from the liver and other organs.(34) Interestingly,
altering the activity of Inr or TOR pathways within a tissue can
autonomously increase or decrease it size.(31,35) Although
recent results in Drosophila argue against the idea that
selector genes modulate the cell autonomous interpretation
of systemic nutrient-sensing pathways (see below), their
ability to alter organ sizes means that this information must
somehow be integrated with selector gene information.

Morphogen signaling
A morphogen is a molecule that is produced in and secreted
from a set of organizing cells to control growth and patterning
of entire fields of cells.(36) Cells perceive extracellular
morphogen levels through cell surface receptors. Morphogens
instruct the patterning of tissues by activating different target
genes at different thresholds of perceived morphogen
concentration, that is, at different positions within the
morphogen gradient. This results in multiple domains of gene
expression that are translated into the morphological characteristics of the tissue.
The ability of organisms to scale up or down in size while
retaining their patterning has led to the idea that pattern and
growth are linked. Molecular support for this hypothesis comes
from the fact that morphogens, in addition to controlling
pattern, also have a strong influence on organ size. For
example, three morphogens are active in the Drosophila wing
disc: Hedgehog (Hh), Wingless (Wg) and Decapentaplegic
(Dpp) (Fig. 1). When any of these molecules (or downstream
signaling components) are impaired, wing growth is strongly
decreased, while increased morphogen production in the wing
leads to tissue overgrowth. However, the mitogenic potential of
morphogens is context-dependent. There are several instances, even in wing development, where activation of morphogen signaling pathways causes decreased growth.(37–40)
Our overall picture of how exactly morphogens regulate growth
is far from complete, and several recent papers and reviews
address this issue.(39,41–44) However, as described below, it
has recently been shown that morphogen signaling is altered
between differently sized, but otherwise similar tissues.(45–48)
Thus, it seems that selector genes indeed manipulate
morphogen pathways to alter tissue sizes.
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Lessons on size control from the fly wing
and haltere
We and others have studied the haltere-to-wing transformation seen in Drosophila Ubx mutants as a model for understanding how size is encoded in tissues and how selector
genes control size differences between tissues.(45–48) Progenitor cells (called imaginal discs) of both the wing and
haltere are specified about mid-way through embryogenesis.
At the embryo/larval transition, the wing imaginal disc consists
of 30–50 cells and the haltere disc has 15–25 cells.(49) After
4 days of larval growth, the mature wing disc contains 50,000
cells while the haltere consists of 10,000 cells(50) (Fig. 1). At
this point in development, both discs have the same shape,
and there are few obvious differences between them other
than size. During the metamorphosis that follows larval
development, the cells of the haltere and wing take on their
adult characteristics. During this time, wing cells flatten and
become eight times larger in surface area than haltere
cells.(51) As cell sizes are generally similar throughout the

animal kingdom,(52) the main interest for size biology lies in
the mechanisms by which Ubx limits the number of cells in the
haltere relative to the wing, a process that is completed at the
end of larval development.
When Ubx function is removed from large groups of cells in
the developing haltere, even mid-way through development,
transformations toward a wing identity are observed.(6,53) As
expected, part of this transformation includes an increase in
cell number. However, a crucial and surprising finding is that
when isolated patches of Ubx tissue are generated at the
same time, the mutant cells do not overgrow relative to their
neighboring wild-type (Ubxþ) cells(45,47) (Fig. 3). Thus, Ubx is
not dictating the growth or proliferation rate of each individual
haltere cell. Instead, this observation argues that Ubx works
through cell non-autonomous mechanisms to control the size
of the haltere.
The lack of an autonomous control of size seen in the Ubx
clone experiment argues against this selector gene controlling
proliferation by modifying the intracellular components of most

Figure 3. Ubx does not control haltere size cell-autonomously. The loss of Ubx function from large patches (clones, black regions) of cells
in the developing haltere imaginal disc (middle scenario) causes the disc to overgrow. The overgrowth seen in these discs is not restricted to
the Ubx mutant tissue. In contrast, when isolated Ubx clones are generated at the same time, they grow to a similar size as simultaneously
generated Ubxþ twin spots (white patch; bottom scenario). Therefore Ubx must work through cell-nonautonomous mechanisms to reduce
haltere size relative to the wing. See Ref. 45 for details.
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of the pathways discussed above, including the apoptotic, cell
cycle, cell growth, Hippo and insulin/nutrition pathways. If Ubx
were altering the way haltere cells execute any of these
pathways, their growth and proliferation should strictly depend
on whether they expressed Ubx or not. Instead, that Ubx
controls growth and proliferation non-cell autonomously points
to a potential role for morphogen signaling in mediating the
size differences between the haltere and wing. Indeed, several
groups have identified multiple alterations in morphogen
signaling between the wing and haltere(45–48) and we have
found these alterations to underlie differences in size and
proportioning of the two tissues.(45,46)
Selector gene regulation of morphogen
production and mobility
The way in which morphogens are produced in the haltere and
wing are qualitatively similar but quantitatively different(45,47,48,54) (Fig. 4). In both tissues, the posteriorly produced
morphogen Hedgehog (Hh) travels into the A compartment to
activate Dpp production in adjacent A cells (the AP organizer),
from which Dpp is secreted. In the haltere, less Dpp is
produced in the AP organizer relative to that seen in the wing
(Fig. 4). Dpp production in the haltere is decreased in both the
number of cells that express dpp, and the levels of dpp
transcribed per cell. This finding is very exciting because we
have long known that mutations that decrease Dpp production
in many Drosophila tissues, including the wing, result in
reduced tissue growth.(55,56) Thus the reduction in Dpp
production in the haltere strongly implicates regulation of
Dpp signaling in the control of haltere size by Ubx. Ubx also
changes the amount of Hh and Wg produced in the
haltere.(46,54) The effects of decreased Wg and Hh production
in the haltere have never been explicitly tested but, based on
growth phenotypes seen in wg and hh mutants, are also
expected to also contribute to its small size relative to the wing.
Because morphogens are typically produced by a small
number of cells but act broadly within tissues, their distributions and consequent activity profiles within tissues are critical
to how they instruct morphological outputs. Morphogen
activity profiles are determined by the parameters of morphogen mobility through tissues. Two classes of extracellular
proteins, receptors and heparin sulphate proteoglycans
(HSPGs), interact with morphogens and control their movement. Both receptors and HSPGs are differentially regulated
between the haltere and wing and are relevant to size control
(Fig. 4). Upon morphogen binding to its receptor, in addition to
activating the signal transduction cascade, it ceases moving
through the tissue. Conversely, HSPGs generally promote the
movement of morphogens. Morphogens interact with the
heparin side chains of HSPGs and this binding facilitates
morphogen mobility. Dpp, for example, cannot traverse wing
cells from which HSPGs (or their heparin side chains) are
missing.(57) Interestingly, both receptors and HSPGs control
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Figure 4. Alterations in Dpp signaling between the wing and
haltere. Some of the many differences in Dpp signaling
between the wing and haltere are described here as plots of
gene expression patterns (dpp, tkv, dally and mtv) or Dpp
signaling activity (P-Mad). Plots are representative of intensity
traces taken from the boxed region of wing (blue) and haltere
(red) discs stained for the indicated markers. For each readout,
the haltere and wing traces are positioned such that their AP
boundaries (black arrows) are in the same position.

morphogen mobility in a concentration dependent manner.
The amount of morphogen trapped by a cell correlates with the
level of receptor expression(45,58,59) and morphogens have a
higher tendency to associate with cells that have higher levels
of HSPGs.(60–62) Therefore, the levels and expression
patterns of receptors and HSPGs are critical in shaping
morphogen activity profiles in developing tissues.
Work on the Dpp pathway has produced reagents that
enable monitoring of Dpp diffusion through tissues (DppGFP(63,64)), as well as intracellular Dpp pathway activation
(anti-P-Mad(65)). Using these reagents, Dpp signaling in the
the haltere was found to differ from the wing in several
respects,(45,47,48,54) and these differences have been shown
to contribute significantly to their different sizes.(45,46)
Most strikingly, the Dpp pathway activity profile (measured by
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anti-P-Mad staining) is very broad along the AP axis in the wing
disc, and much sharper and narrower along the AP axis of the
haltere disc (Fig. 4). These observations are explained as
follows: when Dpp is secreted from the AP organizer of the
haltere, it encounters different levels of receptor and HSPG
than it does in the wing. In the wing, the cells in and around the
AP organizer express low levels of the Dpp receptor, thickveins
(tkv)(65,66) (Fig. 4). The relatively few receptor molecules in
wing AP organizer cells are quickly saturated, allowing the
remaining Dpp to travel many cell diameters. The result
accounts for the broad Dpp activity profile that is observed in
the wild-type wing imaginal disc (Fig. 4). This broad profile
gradually decays on either side of the AP organizer. In the
haltere, tkv expression is high in all cells (Fig. 4). High Tkv
levels create a restrictive environment for Dpp diffusion in the
haltere as these cells are capable of binding and internalizing
high amounts of Dpp. Therefore, Dpp molecules have an
increased tendency to bind receptor at or near the site of
production in the haltere, resulting in a highly compact activity
gradient compared to the wing (Fig. 4). Importantly, compacting the Dpp activity gradient is sufficient to cause reduced wing
size, suggesting that it is a critical determinate of the small
haltere size.(45)
In addition to a general mobility restriction, Dpp mobility is
directionally biased in the haltere. In the wing, expression
levels of dally, which encodes a glypican that is modified to
become an HSPG, are roughly symmetrical with respect to the
AP organizer(67) (Fig. 4). In the haltere, dally is repressed in the
P compartment, creating an AP asymmetry in dally expression
(Fig. 4). As a consequence, Dpp mobility and pathway
activation is biased away from the P compartment expressing
low dally levels and into the A compartment of the haltere,
where higher dally levels are present.(46) This restriction of Dpp
mobility causes a reduction in size of the haltere in general and
in the P compartment specifically.(46)
Receptors and HSPGs are known to influence the mobility
of secreted proteins other than Dpp,(68) so their levels and
expression patterns are likely to play prominent roles in the
trafficking of morphogens in addition to Dpp. A second
glypican, dally-like (dlp), is encoded in the Drosophila genome
and also controls morphogen mobility. In the wing, dlp levels
seem to be most relevant for Wg signaling. It has been shown
that dlp repression from the DV boundary of the wing is
important for the distribution of extracellular Wg and the
regulation of wg target genes.(61,62,69) It is of interest that, in
addition to a generally lower level of Dlp, the DV domain of dlp
repression is absent from the haltere.(46) Finally, the enzyme
Notum has been proposed to modify the morphogen binding
capabilities of both Dally and Dally-like.(61,62,69) notum
expression is also altered between the wing and haltere,(46)
but the consequences of altered notum regulation have not
been investigated. Thus HSPGs and their modifiers seem to
be commonly targeted by selector genes as a means of

sculpting morphogen activity profiles, and thus organ shapes
and sizes.
It is important to include in this discussion the targets of the
Dpp pathway that also play a critical role in tissue growth. In the
Drosophila wing, for example, two Dpp targets, vestigial (vg)
and spalt (sal), are both required for the correct patterning and
growth of this appendage.(70,71) Importantly, both of these
targets are repressed by Ubx in the haltere.(54) vg, like the
morphogens Dpp and Wg, is essential for the growth of the
wing disc. However, vg activity is not sufficient to drive cell
proliferation in the absence of morphogen signaling, and the
mechanism by which vg drives growth is not known.(71,72)
Regardless, these observations underscore the idea that
selector genes like Ubx regulate many steps in the Dpp
pathway to modify organ size — from expression of the ligand
itself, to molecules that shape its extracellular gradient (tkv,
dally), to its downstream targets (vg, sal). It is likely that the
sum of all of these Ubx-mediated regulatory events is
necessary to fully explain the size differences between these
two flight appendages.
How selector genes modulate complex patterns
of gene expression
In this review, we have discussed how selector genes alter
gene expression patterns to sculpt morphogen activity
profiles. But how do selector genes, which are typically
expressed uniformly within a field of cells, create the various
patterns of gene expression that we see, for example, in the
Dpp pathway components in the haltere? Studies of Ubx
control of Dpp pathway components in the fly have provided
insight into the mechanisms by which a uniformly expressed
selector gene can give rise to diverse gene expression
patterns. One mechanism is collaborative control of gene
expression by selector genes and the other patterning genes
in the tissue. A simple example involves the transcription factor
engrailed (en), which is expressed in all posterior cells of the fly.
While neither Ubx nor En are individually sufficient to repress
dally (one of the genes that differ in expression between the
wing and haltere), the combination of these two factors results
in the repression of dally in the posterior compartment of the
haltere(46) (Fig. 5).
A more-complicated example of combinatorial control by
Ubx comes from the uniform expression of the Dpp receptor,
tkv, found in the haltere. Since Ubx is expressed throughout
the haltere, a naı̈ve prediction would be that Ubx simply
activates transcription at the tkv locus. However, reality is more
complicated (Fig. 5). Repression of tkv in the wing by Hh
and Dpp requires master of thickveins (mtv), a zinc-fingercontaining nuclear protein.(73) In the haltere, Ubx represses
mtv, but only in the presence of Dpp signaling(45) (Fig. 5).
Therefore, in the presence of Ubx (i.e. in the haltere), one tkv
repressor (Dpp signaling) represses mtv, which is also
required for tkv repression. This relationship between Dpp
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Figure 5. Gene regulatory networks in the wing and haltere controlling size. A: The wing and haltere have different versions of a core
regulatory network designed to produce different amounts of Dpp production, Dpp diffusion and growth. Gene regulatory steps in the haltere
that use Ubx are shown in red. See text for further details. B: In Ubx-expressing cells of the haltere, dpp is a stronger repressor of dally than it
is in the wing. In the P compartment of the haltere, repression is augmented further by the posterior selector gene, engrailed (en), thus
biasing the diffusion of Dpp in the anterior direction. C: In both the wing and haltere, peak Hh signaling (pink shading) occurs in cells
immediately anterior to the AP boundary and activates dpp and dally transcription (green arrows). In contrast, due to differences in Tkv
levels, peak Dpp signaling (blue shading, an indication of P-Mad levels), which represses dpp and dally transcription, occurs at different
positions in the wing and haltere (blue bars).

signaling and mtv in the haltere ensures that no haltere cell
contains high levels of both of these repressors, resulting in tkv
derepression throughout the haltere. Ubx has been shown to
work closely with the Dpp pathway transcription factor, Mad,
to alter the expression of the spalt gene in the haltere,(74)
arguing that Hox intervention into the readouts of Dpp
signaling is likely a commonly used mechanism of pattern
generation.
Another mechanism used by Ubx to modulate gene
expression patterns is by changing the spatial domains of
morphogen signaling. For example, through tkv derepression,
Ubx changes the relative positions of peak Dpp and Hh
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signaling in the haltere(45) (Fig. 5). In both the wing and haltere,
peak Hh signaling occurs in the AP organizer — those cells that
lie immediately anterior to the AP compartment boundary. In
contrast, Dpp signaling is different in these two appendages,
peaking on either side of the AP organizer in the wing, but
within the AP organizer in the haltere. This alteration in relative
position for these two signaling pathways has consequences
for the expression of any target gene that is regulated by both
pathways (Fig. 5). In the wing, these two conflicting inputs are
non-overlapping and contribute to the dpp and dally expression patterns. In the haltere, these two inputs coincide,
buffering their opposing effects. The overlap in Dpp and Hh
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signaling inputs in the AP organizer of the haltere contributes to
lower dpp expression levels in the haltere, which in turn
contributes to its smaller size.(45)
A unified model for organ size regulation
As described above, several non-morphogen signaling pathways can also influence tissue growth and overall organ sizes.
For example, starvation or the disruption of Insulin signaling
results in the development of smaller animals, with smaller,
though still properly proportioned, organs. How can these
observations be meshed with a primary role for morphogen
signaling in organ size determination? Interestingly, when
Insulin signaling is decreased in the posterior (P) half of the
wing, the corresponding portion of the Dpp gradient compacts,
and that portion of the organ undergrows.(64) Conversely,
when Insulin signaling is hyperactivated in P cells, the Dpp
gradient expands in these cells and overgrowth is seen. Thus,
Insulin signaling appears to have command over morphogen
signaling in a manner reminiscent of that which we have
described for selector genes. The difference is that, as a
systemic signal, Insulin signaling provides the entire tissue
with information about the overall size and nutritional status of
the animal, while selector genes modify morphogen signaling
in a tissue- and organ-specific manner. It is not known how
Insulin signaling modifies the shape of the Dpp gradient, but
based on how selector genes modify the gradient, the
regulation of extracellular surface molecules such as tkv and
dally is an attractive hypothesis.
The Hippo pathway controls growth but is not known to
involve secreted molecules and so does not constitute a
morphogen pathway. How can we reconcile the dramatic
effects of Hippo pathway components with a morphogencentric model for size control? Interestingly, a recent study by
Rogulja et al.44 has shown that morphogens control growth
through modulation of Hippo pathway activity. This paper
shows that the levels and cellular localizations of upstream
Hippo pathway components are influenced by morphogen
signaling. Differences in morphogen signaling between cells
are proposed to be perceived via intercellular interactions
between Hippo pathway cadherins and transduced through
the Hippo pathway into a cellular growth profile. These data
provide a first look at the mechanisms used by morphogens in
the control of tissue growth and fit well with the long-held but
contentious idea that the slope of the morphogen gradient
dictates the growth of the tissue.(75) Though there is strong
evidence that morphogens do not always work through their
gradient slopes to control size,(39,40,76) the potent growthregulating capabilities of the Hippo pathway cast it as a likely
means through which morphogens generally dictate organ
size.
Putting these ideas together, we suggest that nutrient
signals provide information to tissues about the overall size of
the animal in which it is developing, whereas selector genes

Figure 6. Model for control of organ size. Nutritional and
hormonal inputs control the overall size of the organism and
selector genes control the relative sizes of the organs within an
animal. Both inputs work, at least in part, by altering morphogen
signaling that has been proposed to control size through the
Hippo pathway. See text for details.

provide organ-specific information (Fig. 6). The cells of the
tissue respond to both of these inputs by altering the
expression of morphogen pathway components and target
genes. Morphogen activity gradients and target genes, in turn,
alter the activation status of the Hippo pathway. The result is a
dynamic cellular growth profile that integrates information
obtained from genetic background, nutritional status, general
location within the animal, and the status of surrounding cells.
In this model, this integration of constantly streaming, multisource information, translated into patterns of morphogen
signaling within a tissue and read out by individual cells
through the Hippo pathway, endows animals with the
remarkable plasticity and reproducibility of size control
observed in nature and in the lab.
Open questions and future outlook
In this review, we have argued that the tissue transformations
orchestrated by selector genes can be used to probe the
mechanisms that nature uses to determine organ size. Initial
experiments using the ability of the Hox gene Ubx to transform
the large wing into the smaller haltere have shown that
regulation of morphogen production and mobility are central
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components of organ-size-determining mechanisms. But
exactly how these changes in morphogen gradients are
transduced into different sizes is just beginning to be understood. The identification of two differently shaped morphogen
gradients in these two differently sized tissues provides an
excellent opportunity for addressing the long-standing question of how morphogens control size.
What about size differences between animals? For
example, how is the 25% difference in size between male
and female fruit flies specified by the selector gene-like sexdetermination pathway? Does this size difference between
animals also involve morphogen signaling? What about
instances of size differences as vast as those found between
mice and elephants? Can differences in morphogen production and mobility possibly explain million fold differences in
size? It seems likely that size-controlling outputs downstream
of morphogen signaling must also be altered in such enormous
size discrepancies, but at what level? Is the Hippo pathway
altered in the elephant so that a given morphogen stimulus
causes much more growth it does in the mouse? We envision
that, now that we have an initial grasp on the genes used to
control animal sizes, studies comparing sizes of whole
animals and the structures structures within them will
provide the clearest path for understanding the mechanisms
that control the amazing array of animal sizes on display in
nature.
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